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Exclusive Gorilla Gang Entertainment LLC,
founder Jammie Hawkins has 25 years of
experience as a multifaceted Entrepreneur.
The CEO’s skills range from Gorilla Gang
DJ’s, Gorilla Gang Car Audio Installations,
and his new innovation “Gorilla Gang
Clothing”. Yes, the Gorilla Gang brand was
designed to ignite individuals to grow
through life’s obstacles while striving to
succeed as an entrepreneur.

FASH

The CEO, Jammie has characteristics
of intelligence, persistence, problem
solving, integrity and high desires to
help others achieve their goals. The
Gorilla Gang brand desires to excel all
the elements under the unit to enhance
the company.
For Bookings

GORILLA
DJ'S

Scan To Visit Site

@GorillaG

Exclusive Gorilla Gang
Entertainment

The Gorilla Gang is composed of family, business partners and other
like minded corporations to share all of their skills and knowledge
with other start up entrepreneurs to expand the Gorilla Gang
business model. The Gorilla Gang brand extends business skills to
other entrepreneurs seeking a longstanding goal to succeed in the
business world. We define ourselves as the catalyst for others to
grow their business. Our motto no business left behind.

www.exl-gg.com

www.exl-gg.com
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Inside Look
First off, tell us a little about yourself? My name is
Marisa Rey, and I am from Tennessee. Graduated and
played softball at LSU. I drive foreign cars only!
Especially my Mercedes Coupe C350 aka Christine. I
love music, fishing and shopping.
WE2FI.COM 23RD ISSUE 2ND
QUARTER EDITION

Entertainer Of The Quarter
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What made you pursue a career in the
music entertainment field? I slapped
my boss at the Atlanta Airport. At that
point, I knew it was time to really
pursue my music career and follow my
dreams. Plus, music raised me! I
depend on music on good days and
bad. I LOVE MUSIC!!!!! Writing music is
therapeutic for me and it inspires
others.

Who are some people that
influenced you to do music? My
friend Keith Thompson (RIP) and all
female rappers in the game have
been an influence....especially Nicki
Minaj, Lil Kim, Gangsta Boo, La Chat
and Missy Elliott.
What you think about the internet
impacting indie artists without a need of
a major record label to get their music
out worldwide. With technology at our
fingertips...it gives indie artists like myself
more room to self-promote. There are
plenty of social media and music
platforms for an indie artist to push their
projects with just the click of a button!

How did you get into riding
motorcycles? I have always loved
motorcycles since I was a little girl. I
love the speed, sound and smell of
exhaust. I have been riding for over 10
years. I was a member of the Ruff
Ryders (Nashville, TN & Atlanta, GA,
Savage Riderz MC (Baton Rouge, LA),
Goon Squad MC (Nashville, TN). I
currently ride a 2018 Suzuki GSXR-750
aka Black Beauty.

How would you describe the
music that you typically create? I
create music that people can
relate too. Yeah, I got some
twerky twerk and Nasssty music.
But I make music for people that
grind everyday, for people who
are tired of WAP music and it's a
blessing to express my art.
What’s your music style of like?
Rap with an RnB Touch (Southern
Style)
How you feel about how the females
has stepped up in the music
industry? It is AMAZING to see female
rappers doing their thing in the
industry. But it seems if you aren't
"Plastic" then the industry doesn't
want to look your way. Or rappers
feel they have to be butt-ass naked
to make a good song....which is far
from the truth. I would like to see
more rappers focused on real
hardcore rapping versus TWERK,
TWERK, TWERK. There are many
female rappers who never got naked.

www.We2fi.com

What’s your biggest
accomplishment so far? My biggest
accomplishment has been the fact
that I am now working on my 4th
independent album.

If you could work with any artist, who
would it be? And why? I would like to work
with Missy Elliott. She is very versatile;
fashionista and she seems like she would
be a great Music Coach.
If you could collaborate with any artist,
who would it be? I would like to collab
with Megan Thee Stallion
If you could go open a show for any
artist, who would it be? I would like to
open up for Travis Scott

If you were talking to a younger version of
you, what advice would you give yourself?
Fuck Relationships
You could pass on a nugget of wisdom to the
next musical female generation, what would
it be? Don't get caught up in the hype, you
don't have to be naked to make a hit and
stay focused on your dreams and goals.

SOCIAL MEDIA LINKS &
BOOKING

Marisa Rey

@Marisarey_777
Email
Marisareyatl@gmail.com

Scan for channel & to subscribe

YOUTUBE CHANNEL
#FOLLOW
MARISA REY

New Mixtape: "The R. Reyted Project, Pt.2
Scan For Mixtape

Scan For Mixtape

MUSIC IS NOW!!!

THE PRODUCER WORLD
@shermproductions

@prodby_sherm

SHERM

I really enjoyed the trombone and learning how to read
music along with traveling and participating in state
wide competitions, but it was just enough to start
creating the music I heard in my head. I never really
learn how to read music, but I knew my scales and
could listen to a song one time and play it back. I Nick

@prodby_sherm

Cannon all the way till I got to high school, Sherm said,
It helped me in the marching band remembering

Shermell ‘Sherm’ Davis, a Producer,

songs but I hated band practice and decided to play

from Albany Georgia just two hours

sports instead. By now I’m in the 10th grade so after

southwest of Atlanta. My story is

practice I would run home and lock up in my bedroom.

somewhat similar to most folks who

I discovered Fruity Loops but it wasn’t as advance as it is

started out in music. I come from

now. I took what knowledge I did pick up on in band

humble beginnings, in a single

and put it into making some beats. My cousin had a

parent household, born and raised in

studio back then where I would go and run into some of

a small country town with big city

the guys who was rapping at the time.

dreams. My family is a music loving
family, although we didn’t have
much growing up, as a kid, I always
remembered us getting together
playing music and cooking some
food. Before my dad got sent off, he
left behind a lot of his old records
from the 70s and 80s along with a
nice stereo system. My mom would
always play music too while we
clean up the house. I remember a lot
of those old school soul songs and
different melodies from me hearing
them then, Sherm said. Sherm
spent the most of his years growing
up living with his grandmother,
where she would send for him to go
to church for bible study and attend
church for Sunday school. I would
only stay for the service a lot of times
just to watch the drummer play,
Sherm said. My interest was in the
beat and how it moved the folks in
the congregation. I joined the band
in middle school wanting to play the
drums but end up on the Trombone.

Although they didn’t like my beats and I often got

Today, you can find Sherm working on

picked at, that didn’t stop me from creating and so I

building his business in collaboration with

stuck around and learn to track vocals and mix. After

other producers forming his production

years passed and working with some major recording

catalog for artist and film projects. I want

artist landing placements, Sherm toured with artist(s)

to do TV, Sherm said, I believe with all the

in the southern region of the US where he was

reality tv shows now and how affordable it

introduced to other sounds and music professionals.

is to pick up a camera and film nowadays

Davis started his own production and music

somebody going to need some

publishing company, where he launched Grind Factory

background music. When asked, "What's

Music Publishing in 2010. With the opportunity for a

next"? With his normal, quiet and laid

Music Supervisor, Sherm was introduced to the film

back demeanor, Davis says, "my short

world threw Maverick Film. Sherm took on a new path

term goal was to be a Hot Producer ",

in film which later on went winners of Audience

when God says it's time to become larger,

Choice Award, Buffalo Niagara Film Festivals, and Palm

I'll be prepared.

Beach International Film Festival.
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First off, tell us a little about yourself? I am a 33 year old
proud black female/mother. I'm a nature driven person with
a big heart.
What made you pursue a career in the entrepreneurship? I
decided to go forth with my artwork because of the
unexplained peace I get from it. Yes, of course, reaping the
benefits from the money is a great thing, but to be able to
express myself freely through creativity is priceless.
What do you think about the rise of female
entrepreneurship? Me watching so many female artists
uprising has been beautiful and very encouraging.
Who are some people that influenced you to become an
entrepreneur? I have several women that I've watched in
the same field as I am going to, but the two that I follow
the most is Mrs. April Walker of Thomasville Ga and an
Instagram person I found by the name of Sonja Arroyo.
What do you think about the internet's impact on
helping entrepreneurs to move their products in today's
time? In today's time the internet is crucial to networking
and selling your products.
How would you describe the products you typically
create? The things I get in the lab and create are
custom. That's what I love the most about my work.
There's only 1 of the item, set or picture created for that
particular person.
What’s your biggest accomplishment so far? My biggest
accomplishment so far has been the smiles I've placed
on individuals/families faces from just sharing a piece
of my brain.

Kentazha Bradshaw made the headlines!

If you could work with any entrepreneur,
who would it be? And why? If I could work
with someone it would be Mrs. Walker as I
absolutely adore her work.
If you were talking to a younger version of
you, what advice would you give yourself?
If I had to speak to my younger version of
me, I'd let her know she is not crazy nor
incapable. That all she ever had to endure
just to make it to adulthood has been
transformed into Art and I WILL tell her
story.
If you could pass on a nugget of
wisdom to the next generation of
entrepreneurs, what would it be? My
advice to the next generation of
entrepreneurs is never stop, never give
up and never give in.

Welcome to cooking
with Chef Von
If you a Mac & Cheese
Lover, then this one is for you.

Can you imagine winning the Lottery
and knowing that you can now afford all
the things you ever wanted in Life? Yeah!
It’s a great feeling, right? Well, that’s
what this “Big Mac Skillet” will do for you
every time. Just the look of it can be
overwhelming, However, once you take
a bite of it, you will become a lifetime
fan of this wonderful dish.
There are five main components to making
the “Big Mac Skillet” and it’s the Southern
Style Macaroni, The Lamb Steak, The
Onion Rings and the Cheese Sauce.

Please follow me on
Tag me if you make this
Is That Von Cooking.

@isthatvoncooking

Booking: isthatvoncooking@yahoo.com

We2fi.com

BIG MAC SKILLET
WHITE SAUCE TOPPING INGREDIENTS:
2 tbsp of Butter
1 tbsp flour
1/2 Cup Heavy Cream
1/2 Cup Shredded Mozzarella Cheese
1 tsp chopped Garlic

CHEESE SAUCE FOR MACARONI
INGREDIENTS
1 1/2 Cup of Heavy Cream
2 tbsp Old Bay Seasoning
1 Stick of Butter
1 tbsp flour
1 Cup Sharp Cheddar Cheese
1 Cup Colby Cheese

ONION RINGS
1Sliced White Onions
Batter

Prepared Macaroni

Now cook your steak to
your liking and place aside.
Then prepare your sliced
onion rings and now it’s
time to get your white
cheese topping made by
adding your butter to a
saucepan and once melted
add your flour and mix until
flour is cooked down for
about 20 seconds then add
your heavy cream. Then let
it add your garlic. Then turn
off the heat then add your
shredded mozzarella cheese
and continue to stir until
melted.
.

Steak
1I used a Lamb Steak but you can use
whatever style of steak you would like.

Instructions
First cook my macaroni (please follow the cooking
instructions on the package). Then I will start my cheese
sauce by putting my butter into a small pot over medium
heat until melted. Then add your flour and stir until flour
has cooked out for less than a minute. Then add the
heavy cream. Mix well then add the garlic and old bay
seasoning. Then let sauce cook for about two minutes
then turn your heat off, then add your cheese and mix
until melted.
Once it’s complete, add your cheese sauce to your
macaroni and it’s complete.

Now that all of your food
items are cooked. Turn your
oven on to broil at 350
degrees. Add your macaroni
to a small skillet and if you
don’t have one. You can add
it to an oven safe dish then
add some sharp cheddar
cheese sauce on top and
place in over and cook until
cheese is golden brown then
remove from the oven. Then
add your steak to the center
on top of the macaroni then
carefully stack your onion
rings and pour your white
cheese sauce on top. Sprinkle
some Parsley flakes and you
are ready to devour the Big
Mac Skillet.

Qween Ambassador

www.LadyMprez.com

2nd Quarter Edition 2022

Monique Whittaker [02/12/1991], is a zealous
soul sister reigning from Southwest Florida
[Naples]. She’s a first generation American
who comes from a multicultural upbringing.
Her family is from the Caribbean [Jamaica],
and she was raised in Southwest Florida
where she lived in an area that was heavily
populated by Afro-Caribbean, Spanish and
Latin culture. Lady Mprez speaks English,
some Spanish, and can also switch into
different dialects such as Caribbean Patois,
Suntian, and other styles of creole. Lady
Mprez is the owner of LadyMprez.com and
the Qween Ambassador for Suntian
Naziyon.Suntian Naziyon was a cultural
concept which was developed under
International Chemistry United (ICU), a
nonprofit organization in Florida, that shared
the belief of unity and community
development. She came across the founder
of Suntian Naziyon during her short venture
into politics, and the founder introduced her
to Suntin Naziyon and later appointed her as
the Qween Ambassador to expand the
culture. Lady Mprez does a little bit of
everything. Music, podcasting, interviewing,
music reviews, and more

She loved to write poetry from when she was young and
decided to take her art to another level by expressing it
through music. Lady Mprez has a unique ear for music
and listens to bits of everything. Rock, Pop, Dancehall,
Reggaeton, Soca, Hip-Hop, it doesn’t matter, there’s no
discrimination when it comes to Lady Mprez and music.
With Lady Mprez coming from a multicultural upbringing,
her culture is reflected within her music. One minute she’s
rapping in English, then the next minute she's spitting bars
in Spanish. You never know what Lady Mprez is up to next,
but one thing for certain, Lady Mprez loves party music
and word play in different languages.

WEMON
INDEPENDENTS

She shows sit through one of her
Selecta (DJ) Mixes“Dinero”,a DJ
styleremix of JenniferLopez’s track
Dinero. Lady M is in trigued with
different forms of the arts and feels that
the best way to connect generations is
through art and culture. She believes
whether it be through a rap song or a
political speech, art comes in many
forms and connects people in many
ways. The art of words is something
Lady Mprez has always been in trigued
with, and it took her middle school
language arts teacher to reveal her
passion within writing and language
arts. Lady Mprez’s goal is to show
diversity within the Suntian culture and
to convey a message of unity to others
internationally that we are WUN (ONE).

@ladymprez_promo

@lady_mprez
www.we2fi.com | 2rd issue
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Inspiring Model
Lareina Davis

Lektro87
@mz.elektrafemdom
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Issue no.23 -Women in Modeling

Ideas for your next
business venture
What led you to
wanting to become a
model? What led me
wanting to be a Model is
playing dress up as a
kid growing up.

What sorts of
settings/clothes/brands do
you prefer to shoot for, or
wear? I prefer to wear sexy
form fitting outfits or less is
more erotic sex appeal.

How long have you
been modeling?
Professionally 4 years

What Is Your Greatest
Strength? My greatest
strengths are arts, crafts,
and is determined to have a
successful modeling career.

Is there any sort of
characters you like to
dress up as for a photo
shoot? I like to dress up
as a Beach Babe,
Dominatrix and Sexy
Space Astronaut.

What Is Your Greatest
Weakness? Greatest
weakness is networking
with people.
What are your goals as a
model? My goals as a Model
are to accomplish photo
sessions with well known
Photographers is the
industry and peruse more
networking tools and being
on reputable modeling
platforms.

What celebrity or High
end fashion brand
would you like to model
for? Louis Vuitton and
Versace
How is a typical day at
work for you? A typical
work can be preparing
for Photo sessions or
special events.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE . WWW.WE2FI.COM

What’s your biggest
accomplishment so far? My
biggest accomplishment so far
is having a stable modeling
gig.
What’s your goals and plans
for the future? My goals and
plans for the future is to have
my own lingerie label name
line and retire from modeling in
the next 10 years.
If you were talking to a younger
version of you, what advice
would you give yourself? I
would give myself some great
affirmations to move forward
in life.
If you could pass on some
words of wisdom to the next
generation, what would it be? It
would be stay determined,
focused, and achieve.

For
Booking
Email

davislareina06@gmail.com

HIP HOP MOVEMENT
EP Versatile:

WEBSITE
UNITEDMASTERS.COM/YOUNG-NICKY

@BORNTOLOSEBUTBUILTOWIN

@BORNTOLOSEBUTBUILTOWIN
SCAN TO VIEW
CHANNEL
03

YOUTUBE CHANNLE

YOUNG NICKY
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HOW WE MOLD THE
WORLD WITH MUSIC

An interview with Brittany Bmos
Mosley

BRITTANY BMOS MOSLEY
@_BMOS_
BMOSBMOS100

Rising from Grand Rapids, MI , BMOS has been
perfecting her craft in music since age 6. Her Sexy
Hood Proper performance is one to make note of! “I
have experienced life on a very scientific and
spiritual level and I’m excited to connect with my
fans and raise our vibrations! Music is a healer!” Says
BMOS. Stellar energy on the track. Releasing songs
like “Go Hard” which talks about the overcoming of
battles and fear! Fans are beginning to ask for more
and are wondering WHO IS BMOS? With 8 hour a day
music sessions BMOS is defining the major keys to
hard work and dedication through her ongoing
pursuit to succeed in the music industry! She Will
Dominate! Not only does she have the drive, skill and
work ethic but her love for people is authentically
respected. She gives back to her fans through cash
app gifts/ raffles and lending an ear to her
affectionate fans on a personal level. Professional
and fearless as she was raised to know God and fear
nothing! Aligned and equipped BMOS is on the rise!
4am club. Great energy. Legend in the making!
Follow BMOS !!!!

Featured in Urban Magazines Hot New Artist, “She Got Next” Mixtapes
and guest on 97.3 The Heat!
A Top 5 DJ KHALED competitor
Streaming on all major
FOR BOOKING EMAIL
platforms.

BMOS.BMOS@YAHOO.COM
FOR INQUIRIES
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www.amazinaromas.com
Amazin AROMAS Where You Can
Get Your Pheromone Infused Car &
House Candles.
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